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scalar fields taking values in a complex Kahler manifold is described by the action 

£- $4**4+6 K(4>,4>) 

Due to the properties of the superspace volume element the action (1) invariant 

under the transformations 

The explicit expression for the supersymmetric Lagrangian (!) in terms of component 

fields contains the Kahler potential K($,$) only by means of the metric 

to a'tfft.fl { 4 ) 

3<t>* 3 * ' 

In the case of local supersymmetry (the coupling of non-linear models to foui 

dimensional supergravity ) the full component field Lagrangian has Kahler inva

riance provided the apinor fields undergo chiral rotations of parameters ImF with 

suitable chiral weights . 

This property together with the transformation law (3) suggests to interprète 

Kahler transformâtiona for the case of local aupersyssetry as (matter) field depen

dent chiral U<i) auperfield rotations and the KShler potential K($,<t>) as the 

corresponding prepotential auperfield. Clearly, the determinant E of the super-

vielbein ZJ is invariant under these transformations and, among other things, 

we will show is this letter that the volume of superspace is indeed the proper 

generalisation to flexible superspace of eq.(l). Transformation laws for component 

fields can then be derived free the correapoadiog superspace geometry by employing 

standard textbook methods and the action in terms of component fields can be cona-
3 4) 

trueted in a straightforward way without any unnecessary technical complications ' . 

The kinetic term for the matter superfields can be viewed as the generalisation to 

flexible superspace of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term for the Kahler potential (1). Of 

course, supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory can be included in a Kahler invariant way. 

Adding the superpotential W(4>) for the matter fields, however, breaks (Cahier 

invariance. Using properly the interpretation of Kahler transformations indicated 

above it is easy to correctly establish at tfie superfield level that the full action 

depends on the Kahler potential K($,<t>) and on the superpotential W($)» W(*) only 



through the combination 

f (<*>,$) = KY4><?) + '°? >«/(+) <- !<>} W(?) . <5) 

2. For the description of Kahler transformations in flexible auperspace ue can 

fall hack upon the formalism developed for U(l) superspaee in great detail in 

refs. 6), 7) . The most important feature of U(î) superspace geometry is that 

it contain», besides the Lorentz transformation, a chiral U(I) in its atructure 

group. We recall that all the curvatures and torsions of tl(t) superapace are 

expressed in terms of the superfields 

and their covariaot derivatives. 

Kahler transformations are identified in the following way : a superfield Jf 

of chiral 0(1) weight w(jf) transforma under a Kahler transformation (3) as 

In particular, for the gravitino * a , 5 . , which baa chiral U(l) weights7^ 

«(Y**) -- -1 , »(r~*) '--1 , <8) 

th is means 

Y~*' ' Y-" tx?(-{!>»4) , 
(9) 

f and £ stand for the lowest components of the superfields F and F, res

pectively. We assign zero weight to Che chiral and astichiral matter superfields 

4>l and $ J . The chiral U(f) weight of the fermionic matter fields 

KM-&*<?'} , xi'k^j (10) 

'A more detailed and self-contained version of this letter will appear elsewhere8*. 



3 

is thes equal to that of the spinorial derivatives. This means that under a Kahler 

transformation (3) they transform as 

X* - X* « * P H W ) 
cm 

The gaugino fields are identified aa the lowest components of the apinorial Tang-

Mills field strengths in auperapace, 

r ' r (12) 

and their Kahler transformâtiona are therefore given by 

(13) 

It should be clear that this t*ay one derives easily the Kahler transformations of 

all the component fields. 

It is straightforward to construct a derivative in f.uperspace which is cova-

riant with respect to KHhler transformations • : 

« A * * E A

M 3 „ r + wfjf) f\*f . 04) 

All one has to do is to replace the prepotencial which derives from the constraint 

equations 

by the Kahler potential and read off the form of the Kahler connection auperfield 

A«'i*UK , A* = -£«*K , 



07) 

r 
Observe that the vectorial component A contain» two covariant terme which can 

easily be traced back to Che particular choice of constraints in ref. 7) ana the 

definition of the chiral tf(l) field strengths F„ : 

3f«"e),*G. - F / , *=« / | / l * + 0%-2 i fG*e ) / , *A . . (IS) 

It is obvious to derive the Kahler transformation 

from the first two terms in eq.(17). Our analysis shows that wish the identifications 

made in eqa.<7) and (Î6), (1?) the U(l) superapsce geonetry is the natural setting 

for the description of Kahler transformations in locally supersymmetric theories. 

This Kind of superspace geometry will he called Kahler superspace in the sequel, 

3. From what has been pointed out so far it is evident that the determinant of the 

supervielhein ia invariant under K&hler transformations. Ke shall now show that, 

indeed, 

«£ - - jJVeE 
is the proper generalisation of the action (1) to curved superspace. It contains 

at the same time the (properly normalised) action for supergravity and the locally 

supersymmetric and Kahler invariant kinetic term for the matter fields. In order 

to obtain the superfield equations of motion from (20) we have to vary the super-

vielbein while keeping fixed the constraints of Kahler superspace and respecting 

the chirality conditions 

<£)*<*>' » 0 , QP7 - 0 (21) 

for the matter superfields. Observe that the covariant derivatives ^re covariant 

with respect to Lorentz, Yang-Mills and Kahler transformations. Applying well-known 
9) 

techniques and using the variations 



(24) 

aB «ell as integration by parts in Kahler suporspat-e we derive 

As usual, superfield equations of motion result from equating to zero the superfields 

multiplying the arbitrary variation superfielda U, Û.IT8, C 1, C3 and E . We :ri.ll 

convince ourselves below that the equations of motion obtained this way coïncide 

exactly with chose obtained from the corresponding component field actions. Another 

Kahler invariant action describes the kinetic tern for Yang-Mills gauge potentials 

coupled to supergravity 

Under arbitrary variations this part of the action changes as: 

£*™-ft\E[-'*v"f<»>v?ut? 
-0>> 

It is well known chac Che inclusion of the superpotential break» Kà'hîer invariance. 

In Kahler superspace the part of the action describing the superpotential is given 

by: 

1 • ' 1 1 (27) ^ = i K 9 l e w w ^ 
Taking into account the U(l) weights w(R) - 2 and w(R ) • -2 it is easy to 



see that a Kahler transformation (3), (7) of parameters F - »£$),. F » S(|) 

eliminates the explicit dependence of (27) on the superj-itential and we are left 

with 

^W/^fe^c. 

we have established (at the superfield level and before eliainating any auxiliary 

fields) that -the whole action 

f/ .-.($) and the superfield 

« Kf*(<H , 

Finally, from the variation of (29) one ohtains the following superf'eld equations 

of motions: 

(•) — (M 

wO w â » o (32) 

(33) 

3 

0 

4. The construction of the component field version of the action (29) proceeds 

through the construction of the chiral density multiplet in the chiral basis of 

new ® variables * * . For the case of U{1) superspace this construction is 

described in great detail in ref.6). Anticipating the results derived there we 

proceed with the discussion of the features essential to the iUhler superspace 

construction. First of all we note that the action 



^ -- - 3 J V © £ / ? + ti.C. (36) 

has the following expansion in terse of component f ie lds ; 

j Z ' - i Z + £ t"lm" (fuët fm„ - <f„ <rt f^ ) 
(37) 

- ^ MM + jfa°b« +• Z-t> 

Besides the usual Einstein, Rarita-Schvinger and auxiliary field terms it contains 

a term defined as follows 

2Û = 20 - f ^ c " ! -Kf„ff"X. , <*» 

where \,(x)» X (*) and D(x) are defined as the lowest components of the following 

superfields; 

-UM = -ft f-a«-«"/?)-3*Kf*J)| . (39) 

D ( r ) « J - ^ ( â â - ^ j a ^ K - f * , ? ) ] . (4.) 

Expanding explicitly the spinorial derivatives and projecting the result to lowest 

components by making use of the definitions 

ne finds: 

zb - -|c*(a-*c)Û„A" -i3,f fx^-û-x'* 

(42) 



Here we have used the definitions 

r r z ' i* K A i 

The covariant derivative D contains the Lorentz connection, the U(l) connection 

and the Yang-Mills connection. Toe Lagrangian is therefore invariant under Yang-

Mills transformations. This derives from the fact that in our superspace geometry 

the covariant derivatives are covariant with respect to the Yang-Mills group aa 

well. This way, in the construction of the component field Lagrangian there is. no 

need to use the Wess-Zumino gauge in the Yang-Mills sector. 

This analysis shows that in curved superspace, too, the Kahler invariant kinetic 

t~ra for the natter fields has a natural interpretation as a Fayet-Ilicpoulo3 term 

for the Kahler potential. The coaponent field expressions for the Yang-Hills Icinetic 

term and the superpotential, 

^ • i i K ^ W * ) ^ * ^ (46) 

t^' K © £ e ? H.c. f'1 * t , <"> 

are given as 

/(*' r^lw-ùmù°"-i^^W)^ 



rvC-l 

+ quartic apinor tenu» + h . c , 

(3ff 3r ? " T j r 9, J • (3B J) fc J) <-1 tf f f - ? " X ' ) * ?• 

«8) 

(49) 

Finally, eliminating Che auxiliary fields via 

M « - 3 e * " , (so) 

'»«* * " 1 3if< X* K* * " w ( ^ + W ( « H ^ « ^ * ' < 5 " 

D W • (f tf C [ " ^ O ^ -^fxU'"j ̂ «., H.C.] (53) 

reproduces the general component actions derived with such pain in ref&. 3},4). in 

addition, eqs. (50-53) constitute the S * 8 • 0 components of the Buperfield 

equations (31-35). 

5. tfe have demonstrated that the interpretation of the Kahler potential as «. pr* 

potential in auperspace geometry provides the prober generalization of the Kahler 

invariant non-linear models to flexible superspace. In both cases the kinetic tern 

of the matter fields arises as a Fayet-Iliopoulos tern. Supersynnetrie Ïang-Hilla 

theory can be incorporated without resorting to Wess-Zunino gauge for the construc

tion of the Yang-Mills and Kahler invariant action. Kahler transformations and 

Kahler connections have been introduced at the auparfield level. When a super-

potential is present we have shown at the supsrfield level, without eliminating 



auxiliary fields, that the matter fields in the full action appear only through 

two functions, *y(4>,$ ) and ff f t bx($). *{ a D)<*)-
 W e «*ve presented the full 

action in super fieId form and derived the auperfield equations of motion and we 

have evaluated the expansion of the action in terns of component fields. We 

emphasize that in our formulation the transformation laws for the component fields 

can be obtained in the usual geometric «ay . Finally we remark that we hara 

considered only the case of minimal N"l supergravity. Non-minimal supergravities 

were analyzed e.g. in ref. 12). 
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